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DISCUSSION RECORD 

Session No. 41 - OVERFLOW AND SMOOTH TRAFFIC 

PAPER No. 411 
Author: G BRETSCHNEIDER 

Question by..J M HOL TZMAN 
This paper is motivated by truncated Poisson traffics 
as welt as by finite source traffics for which an examp
le is given. Have examples been done for truncated 
Poisson traffics and, if so, what results were obtained? 

Answer 
Theanswer is "No". 

Question by R I WILKINSON 
You-have devised an ingenious scheme to estimate the 
grade of service when offered traffic to a trunk group 
is smoother than random (Poisson) traffic, by intro
ducing the concept of "equivalent negative trunks " . I 
wonder how far you can carry this idea. One can visu
al ize, although perhaps not 1 ikely to occur in practise, 
that the negative trunks would more than offset the 
number of real trunks, leaving the equivalent load 
offered to a net number of trunks which are negative. 
In which case how do you estimate the grade of service 
on the group? 

Answer 
r d"cii"f see difficulties even in this case. As an example 
please look once more at figure 1 . If you assume that 
the -traffic of the 25 sources of the given example - 0.2 
erlangs each - is offered to one single circuit you have 
a case of the mentioned type. As the equivalent random 
traffic to the offered smooth traffic of 5 erlangs is 3.6 
erlangs overflowing from -1 .65 trunks you have to look 
to the point 3.6 erlangs and -:-0.65 trunks in order to 
get the traffic value of the traffic overflowing from 
the one circuit. There you read something 1 ike 4. 1 
erlangs giving a loss probability of 82 %. 

Question by..J DE BOER 
Doos the extension of Erlang's loss formula En(a) to 

negative values for n lead to a function which. 
fixed value of a, is a monotonically decreasing func
tion of n, or is it a somewhat be It-shaped curve with 
a maximum at n=O? In the former case E (a) :> 1 
for n < 0 and thus it is possible in princ'ible that 
the calculated lost traffic is higher than the offered 
traffic. In the latter case it is possible in principle that 
with two numbers of lines the higher number of lines 
corresponds to a higher value of the loss probabil ity. 
Does the method described possess properties which 
guarantee that the above mentioned possibil ities do not 
occur? 

AnsV\Gr 
The-extension of Erlang's formula to negative numbers 
of trunks conserves its property to be monotonically 
decreasing with increasing n, therefore we get 

En(a) > 1 for n<O. 

But nevertheless it is not possible that the lost traffic 
is higher as the offered traffic (see my answer to the 
previous question). 

Question by CH VON SCHANTZ _ 
The-recursion formula of Appendix 5 seems to glVe 
numerical difficulties for A>INI. An example of this 
can be seen for A = 100 and N = -6. This parameter 
combination gives a blocking of about - 0.0043. I 
wonder if the author has thought of some way of over
coming this deplorable situation. 
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Answer 
r dOn"fhave encountered such difficulties. On figure 1 
for half of the field we have A:). I~. As there are no-· 
where difficulties with the proposed method I do not be
lieve in difficulties depending on the given inequality. 
On behalf of your example I am not able to control the F§ 

ported value without a computer and the appropriate p~o
gram, as first the exponential integral must be calcula'" 
ted and then the recursion formula of Appendix 5 must §§ 
used 5 times. Alt these calculations must be perform~d 
with great accuracy as we have an effect of extinction 
of the leading figures. So even a small deviation of a 
calculated value from the right one may disturb the re -
sult. But I will do the calculation for the given values 
as soon as I am back home. Forgive me, but I bet I'll 
gain a different result as you. 

Question by J RUBAS 
Dr. -Bretschnetder uses a rather ingenious method to 
extend the equivalent random technique to smoother than 
pure chance traffics. He points out that such traffics are 
generated by a limited number of traffic sources, or can 
arise through truncation of Poisson traffic by a limited 
group of trunks. The few examples given in the paper all 
deal with the former kind of smooth traffic, and on ly with 
the first moment of the overflow, i. e. the mean. Has the 
author tried to verify the accuracy of his method also with 
traffic smoothed by previous trunking? 

Secondly, has he checked that the variance of the overflow 
traffic is also given accurately by his method? After all, 
the knowledge of the variance is necessary if the over
flow traffic is to be merged with other overflow traffics 
and offered to another g roup of trunks. Finally, does the 
author believe that in the latter situation (when the over
flow traffic is not lost, but carried by another group of 
trunks) the Engset Loss Formula is a sufficiently accu
rate means of estimating the mean overflow traffic, 
when the offered traffic comes from a limited number of 
sources? By the way, Dr. Bretschneider may be interes
ted in a paper by E. G. Wormald, "Consecutive Overflow 
Telephone Traffic Graphs", published in Electrical Engi
neering Transactions of Institution of Engineers (Austra-
l ia), September 1 968, where the solution of the same 
problem is attempted by means of computer simulation. 
It should be interesting to compare the results obtained 
by Dr. Bretschneider's method with those obtained by 
simulation, if the author has not already done so. As a 
matter of interest, Wormald found that offered traffics 
with the same mean and variance, but different higher 
moments, produced overflow traffics with significantly 
different variances, the proportionate difference increa
sing with the number of trunks to which the traffic was 
offered. 

Answer 
The -answer to the first part of this question is "No" as 
I al ready stated. As to the second part the answer is 
"Yes". It is the aim of the equivalent method to be app
licable to such arrangements. The final part of the 
question I cannot answer as I made no comparisons with 
the Wormald method. 
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Author: L KATZSCHNER 

Question by C HR ASGERSEN 
In -your example you have a large overflow per cent for 
the high usage group denoted A1 U • 

21 erlang offered to 20 circuits gives about 18 %. 
If the overflow per cent for example is 5 only. - Do you 
find the same tendency when you compare the 3 ways 
of service - protection measures which you have inves
tigated? 

Answer 
Yes:- fhave found the same tendency in case of low 
overflow probabilities. 

Let us consider equivalent structures of the three prin
ciples with regard to service protection. Then it can be 
proved generally that the number of trunks. common 
for overflowing and direct traffic, has a maxi-
mum in case of the priority reservation system and a 
minimum in case of the principle with a separate high 
usage route. 

I think, it is plausible that this principle is the most 
efficient which has a maximum of common trunkgroups 
for a prescribed service protection of the direct final 
traffic. In this case, the final route has a minimum de
gree of being split into separate trunkgroups. 

PAPER No. 414 
Author: J M HOL TZMAN 

Q,uestion by G BRETSCHNEIOER 
T have-a-comment on your last remark that one should 
use the higher moments of a traffic in order to diminish 
the range for the possible values of the loss probability 
in the case of general renewal processes. I tried to 
improve the equivalent random method by using the 
third moment. Maybe my method was not the best one, 
but it turned out that the results were rather disappoin
ting in many practical cases. So I didn .... t introduce this 
method. 

Answer 
My comment was that the higher moments would further 
constrain the region in which the blockings for renewal 
processes must lie. The use of higher moments is not 
guaranteed tn give improved results in specific cases. 

I am not sure how Dr. Bretschneider used the third 
moment but it may be related to the following. For 
some cases where the equivalent random method did 
not give close enough blocking to that experienced by 
a superposition of overflows (which isn .... t a renewal 
process), an interrupted Poisson process (BST J, 
March 1973, pp. 437 -448) was matched to the first 
three moments of the superposition and was used by 
S. R. Neal to approximate the blocking seen by the 
superposition. These results were disappointing. On 
the other hand, the third moment does give improved 
results in the following application of approximating 
a Single overflow process with a simpler renewal pru
cess. The 3-moment match interrupted Poisson pro
cess generally gives more accurate ap~roximation to 
a single overflow process than does the 2-moment 
match. (The use of these processes can simplify ana
lytic and simulation studies). 

PAPER No. 415 
Author: U HERZOG 

Question by L KLEINROCK 
In -SectlOn 3.1, it is stated that the exact investigation 
is possible for traffic flow in message-switching net
works. I am interested to learn exactly how the author 
has taken account of the dependence between inter
arrival and service times which renders the analysis 
so difficult in such networks. Admittedly, this effect 
is small and may, in general, be neglected - but NOT 
in an exact analysis. 

Secondly the overflow form of alternate rOl.Jting in this 
paper is a bit unusual, and it would be much more in -· 
teresting to consider the more common type, as in 
ARPA network for examp le, whereby shortest estimated 
delay or maximum excess capacity are the measures 
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used for selecting path. 

Answer 
~ue to' dependencies, the traffic flow in rnec;sage switching 
networks has to be described by a non-Markovian process, 
even in the case of exponential interarrival- and service 
times. One of the most common techniques to describe 
such processes is the wellknown "method of supplementary 
variables". This method was introduced by Cox and Ken
dall and allows to describe Non-Markovian processes by 
means of multi-dimensional Markovian processes. 

Secondly, alternate routing technin :es are widely used in 
telephone and data networks. They are easy to handle and 
guarantee high utilization and flexibility without high ex
penditure. 

Other routing methods, read section 1 and 6 of my paper, 
To my knowledge, now for the first time an accurate ana
lytic method is presented for one of these flexible stra
tegies, at all. 

Question by G LINO 
Have you any comments regarding how Kramer .... s inves
tigations (paper No. 322) could have implications on you,. 
calculation method, especially with regard to total flow-
time through the network? • 

Answer 
"Ftrst;-l should emphasize that the viewpoint of Mr. 
Kramer and myself are different ones. Kramer investi
gates two-stage queueing systems by exact calculations, 
I myself large networks of queues with overflow possi-
bit ities by approximate calculations. • 

Another difference is, that Kramer calculates the traffic 
charcteristics related to the flow of one special call through 
the system by tracing one call through the system, where-
as I determine the global traffic characteristics related 
to the system itself and all calls. Kramer .... s results, how
ever, could be applied to special structures within a 
node of the message switching network. E.g., in the case 
of different output queues having no overflow possibil ities 
and unlHnited length, Kramer .... s results would be appli
cable' to determine the fate of individual messages. Sys
tems with overflow and several nodes are up to now too 
complex for exact calculations by Kramer .... s method. 
Therefore, both methods supplement each other. 

PAPER No. 417 
Author: B WALLSTROM 

Question by G LINO 
YO'u -mentioned in your paper that the machine group (the 
overflow group) frequently could be expected to be de
signed as a queueing system. 

Do you think that the queueing problem could be attacked 
along the same lines as you have used in your paper and 
that a calculation of a similar kind would be obtained (I 
think your method is very well adapted for calculaU ons 
as you are using fairly simple recurrence relations)? 

Of course, when we have a queueing system, one problem 
is the calculation of the state probabit ities but there is 
also the problem of how to calculate the waiting time di
stribution. I wonder if you have any comments on this? 

Answer 
lhave-not yet tried to solve the system with queueing in 
front of the secondary group, but I would expecteha.t the 
state probabilities can be obtained in a similar way as 
for the loss system. 

If 
Question by P KU HN 
In the-conclusion of your paper you mentioned that it is 
likely to find also overflow systems working on a queue
ing basis in traffic management applications. These 
models are quite similar to those ones which can be app
lied to data transmission and switching systems working 
under various overflow strategies. During the last years, 
we have analysed various overflow systems with diffe
rent mean holding times for the primary and secondary 
server groups and queueing either in front of the prima-
ry or the secondary server gr~p (1,2,3) ,. These models in
clude the pure loss overflow system as a special case 
when the storage capacity is reduced to zero. The so-
lution methods are either exactly (iterative solution of 
state equations or recursive solution of moment 
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equations) or approximately (equivalent random traffic 
methods). The results yield, except the iterative me
thod, only characteristic values as, e.g., the traffics in 
the primary and secondary route, but generally not the 
whole set of state probabil ities. So your method seems 
to be a valuable extension which can also be applied to 
<?verflow systems with waiting for deriving the state pro
babil ities • 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

Herzog, U., KLlhn, P.: Comparison of some multi
queue models with overflow and load-sharing stra
tegies for data transmission and computer systems. 
Proc. of the Symp. on Computer Communications 
and Teletraffic. Polytechn. Institute of Brooklyn, 
April 4-6, 1 972, pp 449-472. 

KLlhn, P.: The impact of queueing theory on the op
timization of communications and computer sys
tems. TIMS XX. The Institute of Management 
Sciences, Tel Aviv. June 24-29, 1973. 

Kramer, W., KLlhn, P., Worn, H.-l.N.: Berechnung 
ven Uberlaufsystemen mit vollkommen erreichbaren 
Primar- und SekundarbLlndeln und gemeinsamem 
Wartespeicher. Monograph No. 390, Institute of 
Switching and Data Technics. University of Stutt
gart, 1973. 

Answer 
f am very glad to hear that my paper may be useful 
a Iso in the area of data commun ication networks. Also 
I thank you very much for the references to recent re
lated works by you and your colleagues • 
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